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This paper addresses the problem of in situ calibration of a pin hole-mounted microphone
array for in-duct acoustic measurements. One approach is to individually measure the
frequency response of each microphone, by submitting the probe to be calibrated and a
reference microphone to the same pressure field. Although simple, this task may be very

microphones once they are installed on the test bench. An alternative global calibration
procedure is thus proposed in this paper. The approach is based on the fact that the
acoustic pressure can be expanded onto an analytically known spatial basis. A projection
operator is defined allowing the projection of measurements onto the duct modal basis.
The main assumption of the method is that the residual resulting from the difference
between actual and projected measurements is mainly dominated by calibration errors.
An iterative procedure to estimate the calibration factors of each microphone is proposed
and validated through an experimental set-up. In addition, it is shown that the proposed
scheme allows an optimization of physical parameters such as the sound speed and
parameters associated to the test bench itself, such as the duct radius or the termination
reflection coefficient.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The investigation of the noise generated by turbomachinery, such as ducted fans, is a common problem in the aero-
nautics industry. The aim is to comprehend the different noise generation mechanisms, supporting the design of more silent
machines. Recently, different experimental measurement techniques based on an array of microphones have been proposed
for the study of ducted noise sources. These techniques typically use a microphone array either placed outside the duct [1]
or flush-mounted on the duct inner surface [2–4]. The acoustic pressure data simultaneously recorded by the array
microphones are then used by acoustic imaging techniques for the reconstruction of source properties (e.g. its location,
strength, directivity). Examples of such techniques applied to duct noise sources are beamforming [2,5,6] or near-field
acoustical holography [7]. The phase information between microphones in the array is the basis of any acoustic imaging
method. A good phase calibration of array microphones is thus essential for the accuracy of such techniques, especially in
the case of pin hole mounted sensors that can exhibit significant differences between their in situ frequency responses.
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The problem of array calibration has been the subject of research work since the 80s by Paulraj and Kailath [8], at that
time applied to the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation of competing sources. In their work [8], a procedure for a particular
array structure (linear and equi-spaced sensors) is proposed for gain and phase calibration. The approach is based on the fact
that for uniform linear arrays and uncorrelated sources, the array Cross Spectral Matrix (CSM) has a Hermitian Toeplitz
structure. However, in real conditions the CSM deviates from a Toeplitz structure due to gain and phase errors present in
measurements. The method in [8] thus seeks to estimate the gain and phase errors by recovering the CSM Toeplitz structure.
A particular formulation of the approach by Paulraj and Kailath was then proposed by Sng and Li [9], with the advantage of
being more simple and leading to better results. This approach was extended to 2-D uniform rectangular arrays in [10],
exploiting in this case the Toeplitz–block Toeplitz structure of the unperturbed CSM. The case of general array configurations
was studied by Dougherty in Ref. [11]. A technique was proposed for the phase calibration of microphone arrays using a
small speaker as an idealized point source. The method is based on a theoretical propagation in free-field conditions and
thus measurements must be carried out in a reflection-free environment.

Building on aforementioned work [8,9], Lowis et al. [12,13] proposed a technique for the in situ phase calibration of in-
duct microphone arrays. The main limitation of these techniques is that the array microphones must be equi-spaced either
axially or circumferentially in the duct. However, it is common in practice the use of array designs with a geometry other
than a regular arrangement. In a more recent work, Toth and Schram [14] use an impedance tube to calibrate simultaneously
multiple microphones, based on a plane wave expansion of the acoustic field, which limits the approach to a frequency
below which only plane waves are propagating.

A fundamental question at the experimental set-up of in-duct measurements is how to install the microphones on the
duct surface. A common practice is to place it flush-mounted at the duct inner surface, either with or without the protection
grid in place. The drawback is that a spatial filtering effect due to the finite size of the membrane occurs for the mea-
surement of pressure fluctuations associated to a turbulent boundary layer [15]. An alternative is to use a remote sensor
installation, named here as pin-hole system, which allows a punctual measurement of the pressure field. The system is well
described in the Appendix of Ref. [16]. A consequence of this remote installation is that the frequency response of the
microphone is modified by the creation of a small cavity that acts as a Helmholtz resonator. It turns out necessary thus, to
apply a correction to the acoustic pressure measured by the microphones. A specific procedure for the individual calibration
of each microphone using a compression driver connected to a tube of small diameter has been designed. The procedure is
presented in Ref. [16] and reviewed in the present paper for completeness. Although simple and ease to implement, the
individual calibration procedure is very time consuming for installations with a large number of microphones. Another
drawback is the possible lack of access to every microphone in the array once they are mounted on the test bench. The above
limitations reveal the interest of having a non-local method for the array calibration.

In the present work, an alternative in situ calibration method is presented with the advantage of being less restrictive in
terms of assumptions and not subjected to a particular microphone array arrangement. The method is based in the fact that
the measured sound field may be decomposed onto a known basis, in the present paper, the duct modal basis [17,18,3,19]. A
projection operator is then defined and allows the projection of measurements onto the modal basis. The main hypothesis of
the approach is that the residual arising from the difference between actual and projected measurements is dominated by
calibration errors. As it will be seen, the method applies to any arrangement of sensors and may be potentially generalized
to any acoustic field. However, the approach being based on a modal projection operation, it is basically limited to a fre-
quency bandwidth in which the modal decomposition is valid.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the principles of modal decomposition in a circular duct
and describes the theory of the calibration method. Next, Section 3 presents the experimental set-up for the in-duct array
measurements and the validation of the proposed calibration technique. The conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2. Theory

2.1. Modal expansion of the acoustic pressure in the duct

The acoustic pressure field at a given frequency ω at the inner wall of a duct with a constant section and without flow
can be expanded as follows

pðz;θÞ ¼
Xþ1

n ¼ �1

Xþ1

s ¼ 1

anse� jkznszþbnsejkznsz
� �

ejnθ ; (1)

with

k2zns ¼
ω
c

� �2
� Zns

α

� �2

where c is the speed of sound, α the radius of the duct, and Zns the sth root of the derivative of the first kind Bessel function
of order n.
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If the studied field is relatively far from any acoustic source or duct geometric singularity, then the modal expansion can
be done on propagating modes only. Evanescent components, with imaginary wavenumbers kzns can be discarded. In this
case, a finite number N of propagating modes are considered, depending on the studied frequency, satisfying k2zns40.

For M microphone positions, Eq. (1) can be expressed as follows

p¼ΦaaþΦbb¼ Φa Φb
� � a

b

� �
; (2)

where a and b are vectors constituted respectively of ans and bns coefficients for each microphone, columns of Φa and Φb

stand for modal contributions of each mode to microphone positions, and p is the vector of acoustic pressures. The modal
coefficients are obtained by inverting the modal matrix:

a
b

� �
¼ Φa Φb
� �þp; (3)

where Mþ ¼ ðM0MÞ�1M0 is the pseudo-inverse of matrix M, this operation being potentially ill-conditioned depending on
the microphone number and distribution, and on the number of modal amplitudes to be identified. It is noteworthy that the
calibration approach described in this work needs modal matrices to be well conditioned and overdetermined (more
microphones than modes), which can be seen as a limitation of the method. However, the post-processing that can be
realized with the calibrated array also often requires this condition to be fulfilled.

2.2. Consideration of the reflection matrix

In this work, sources are considered to be located on one side of the array only, contributing to waves propagating
toward zþ at the array location (a coefficients). The waves travelling toward z-(b coefficients) are due to potential reflec-
tions of the termination of the duct on the zþ side. A schematic representation of the duct is given in Fig. 1. The reflection
matrix of the termination of the duct relates the coefficients of incident and reflected waves [20]:

b¼ Ra (4)

In the following sections of this paper, several source configurations are considered, in order to analyse in-duct acoustic
fields with different modal repartitions. Practical aspects are provided in Section 3.1. Considering K source configurations,
Eq. (3) for all configurations can be gathered into one single system:

A
B

� 	
¼ Φa Φb
� �þP; with

A
B

� 	
¼

a1;…aK
b1;…bK

" #
and P¼ p1;…pK

� �
(5)

Considering several source configurations as in Eq. (5), the reflection matrix, R, must satisfy the following system:

B¼ RA (6)

It is thus obtained inverting matrix A

R¼ BA0ðAA0Þ�1 (7)

Note that the calculation of R can be done only if matrix ðAA0Þ is invertible. One necessary condition is that the number of
propagating modes has to be lower than the number of configurations. For a fixed number of configurations, the number of
propagating modes increasing with the frequency, there will always be a frequency above which the identification of the
reflection matrix will not be possible anymore. Once R is estimated, the modal projection can be reformulated as follows

p¼ΦaaþΦbRa¼ ΦaþΦbR

 �

a (8)

The interest of taking into account the reflection matrix, for modal identification approaches, is that the number of modal
amplitudes to be identified is divided by a factor 2, improving the robustness of the inversion.
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the duct.
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2.3. Modal projection operator

The pressure vector measured by the microphone array can be projected on the subspace spanned by duct modes. The
projection matrix, noted Ψ, is defined by

~p ¼Φa¼ΦΦþp¼Ψp; (9)

where Φ is the modal matrix either including or not the reflection matrix. The reconstruction error n, representing the
difference between the measured pressure vector and its modal approximation, is obtained by

n¼ p� ~p ¼ I�Ψ
 �
p (10)

The adequacy between measurements and the modal matrix can be quantified through a the following indicator:

snr¼ 20 log10
J ~p J
JnJ

� �
(11)

2.4. Identification of the relative sensitivity

The incident pressure on a microphone i, noted pi, is related to its output tension, noted ui through a potentially fre-
quency dependent calibration factor ci:

piðωÞ ¼ ciðωÞuiðωÞ (12)

where ω is the cyclic frequency (rad/s). This single relation is moved to a diagonal system of equations when dealing with
several microphones:

p¼ Cu (13)

where the frequency dependency is omitted for the sake of simplicity. The calibration factors are supposed to be unchanged
for different operating conditions. If K configurations are considered, K systems of equations are gathered in a matrix form:

P¼ CU where P¼ p1 p2 … pK

� �
and U¼ u1 u2 … uK½ � (14)

each column of which constituting equation (13) for one configuration. The absolute determination of C from U and Ψ (the
modal basis projector) is not possible without any additional information about the overall level, or without the a priori
knowledge of the calibration factors of a part of the considered sensors. However, a relative calibration can be estimated,
representative of the differences in gain and phase of the different microphones. The normalized calibration factors are
defined as follows:

di ¼ ci=c; with jcj ¼ 1
n

Xn
i ¼ 1

ci ;jj (15)

where c is an unknown scaling factor whose estimation is discussed in Section 2.6. This definition results in the following
constraint on D:

1
n

Xn
i ¼ 1

di ¼ 1j
�� (16)

The scaling factor is also used to define a normalized acoustic pressure matrix Q ¼ P=c. A normalized version of Eq. (14) is
thus

Q ¼DU (17)

In our case, both Q and D are unknown, and U is the tension delivered by the microphones. The main hypothesis of the
present approach is that Q should be expandable on the modal basis of the duct, the idea is thus to search for the nor-
malized calibration vector (diagonal of D) minimizing the modal projection error defined in the previous section. This
problem can be written as follows

Dopt ¼ argmin
D

‖DU�ΨDU‖2F

subject to
1
n

Xn
i ¼ 1

Di;i ¼ 1 and Di;j ¼ 0 8 ia j;
���� (18)

where JMJF stands for the Frobenius norm of matrix M. An iterative procedure is proposed in the following to solve this
constrained minimization problem. The initial calibration factors are adjusted to a constant value:

Dð1Þ ¼ 1
n
I (19)
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At iteration k, the vectors of normalized pressures are obtained by

Q ðkÞ ¼DðkÞU; (20)

where U and Q ðkÞ are, respectively, the matrices of measured tensions and normalized acoustic pressures, the columns of
which correspond to the different source configurations. Then, the modal projection technique described in Section 2.3 is
used to separate the normalized pressure vector in a physical part, expendable on acoustical modes, and a residual part
attributed to calibration error. The physical part is given by

~Q
ðkÞ ¼ΨQ ðkÞ; (21)

This cleaned version of the normalized acoustic pressures is then used to estimate, for each microphone, the normalized
calibration factor. The following system is considered for microphone #i:

~Q
ðkÞ
i ¼ diUi (22)

where ~Q
ðkÞ
i is the ith line of matrix ~Q

ðkÞ
, Ui the ith line of matrix U (i.e. the tension from microphone i for all source

configurations). The normalized calibration di is assessed by a least squares estimator:

~d
ðkÞ
i ¼ ~Q

ðkÞ
i U�

i UiU
�
i


 ��1
; (23)

where M� denotes the complex conjugate transpose of M. Then, a normalization is applied to satisfy Eq. (16)

dðkþ1Þ
i ¼ n ~d

ðkÞ
iPn

j ¼ 1 j ~d
ðkÞ
j j

(24)

These updated values of the normalized calibration factors are the diagonal elements of matrix Dðkþ1Þ, which is needed to
start iteration kþ1. The iterative process can be stopped either after a fixed number of iterations, or if a convergence
criterion is satisfied. The quality of the result can be assessed at each iteration by computing the snr indicator of the
projection (cf. Eq. (11)):

snrkþ1 ¼ 20 log10
JΨDkþ1UJF

J I�Ψ
 �
Dkþ1UJF

 !
(25)

2.5. Frequency smoothing

The calibration factors, that are to be estimated, are expected to have relatively smooth responses in the frequency
domain. This expectation can be used as an a priori information to add another constraint to the optimization problem. It is
proposed here to consider a linearization of the calibration factor in a frequency range aroundω0. Eq. (22) is replaced by the
following equation

~Q iðωÞ ¼ ðdi0þðω�ω0Þγi0ÞUiðωÞ; (26)

where di0 is the mean value of the calibration factor around the frequency ω0 and γi0 the slope. Considering this relation for
a frequency range containing 2Mþ1 points around ω0, with a frequency resolution of Ω, i.e. ωA ½ω07MΩ�, the following
system is established

~Q iðω0�MΩÞ ¼ di0�MΩγi0

 �

Uiðω0�MΩÞ
⋮
~Q iðω0þMΩÞ ¼ di0þMΩγi0


 �
Uiðω0þMΩÞ

8>><
>>: ; (27)

or, in a matrix form

MQ ¼ ½di0 γi0�MU

with MQ ¼ ~Q iðω0�MΩÞ … ~Q iðω0þMΩÞ
h i

MU ¼
Uiðω0�MΩÞ … Uiðω0þMΩÞ

�MΩUiðω0�MΩÞ … MΩUiðω0þMΩÞ

" #

The parameters of the calibration are then estimated using the following equation, to be used in place of Eq. (23)

~di0 ~γ i0

h i
¼MQM

�
U MUM

�
U


 ��1
: (28)

Finally, the estimation of ~di0 still needs to be normalized to obtain di0, using Eq. (24).
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2.6. Scaling of relative calibrations

The relative calibration factors, whose determination is discussed in the previous section, have to be scaled to obtain
absolute values in Pa=V . For this purpose, the value of the scaling factor c has to be determined, at each frequency. It can be
done if a part of the sensors is calibrated with another approach (typically with an individual calibration device). The
following system is considered at each frequency

d1
⋮
dr

0
B@

1
CAc ¼

c1
⋮
cr

0
B@

1
CA; or drc ¼ cr (29)

where the calibration of sensors 1 to r are known (elements of cr), and where dr is the vector of relative calibration factors of
sensors 1 to r. The complex coefficient c is obtained by linear regression:

c ¼ d0
rcr d0

rdr

 ��1

: (30)

The full vector of calibration factors is finally obtained

c¼ cd (31)
3. Experimental illustration

3.1. Experimental setup

The indirect calibration technique is tested on the experimental bench of an open duct without flow. The setup is
described in this section. The duct is 17 cm diameter and 4 m long; the aluminumwall thickness is 1 cm. An acoustic source
is manually moved at one side of the duct opening (see Fig. 3); this produces the various configurations required by the
calibration procedure. The acoustic source is a compression driver fed with a white noise signal. At the other duct end, the
setup is equipped with an anechoic termination preventing from large acoustic reflections. It has been checked that the
pressure fluctuations due to the source are at least 20 dB higher than the background noise at the microphone locations and
in the frequency range of interest. The duct cut-off frequency is 1172 Hz; above 8.5 kHz, the number of cut-on modes is
higher than the number of microphones. The array is constituted of 106 microphones. They are disseminated along the duct
wall in an optimized fashion suited for duct mode decomposition. The optimization procedure is based on the idea that the
determination of the modes amplitude described in Section 2.1 is facilitated if the condition number of the matrix ½Φa Φb�
is minimized (cf. [21]). Among various random microphone positioning, the one with the lower condition number is kept.
The distribution resulting from this optimisation procedure is drawn in Fig. 2 (left) as a function of z and θ. The condition
number corresponding to this distribution is also drawn in the same figure (right), considering or not potential reflections at
the termination of the duct.

The equipped area extends over 1 m in the axial direction and is located 2 m away from the source region as illustrated in
Fig. 3. Data are acquired through a 128 channels PULSE system with a 56636 Hz sampling frequency. For each configuration
30 s of signal are recorded. Each microphone is embedded in a Teflon slot shown in Fig. 4. This cavity is connected to the
inner duct volume by means of a pinhole with a 0.7 mm diameter. A rubber O-ring is added to prevent from flow leakage.
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Fig. 2. Left: optimized distribution of microphones. Right: condition numbers of the corresponding modal matrices ½ΦaΦb� (solid black), ½Φa� (dotted red).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)



Fig. 3. Left: picture of the compression chamber placed at the duct opening. Right: picture of the duct array and the acquisition system.

Fig. 4. Left: picture of a microphone inserted in the Teflon slot (outside view). Center: sketch of the mounting. Right: detail of the pin-hole, view from
inside the duct.
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With this microphone setup, the calibration function is sensitive to the microphone positioning since the cavity volume
depends on the radial position of the condenser membrane. 106 Bruel & Kjaer ICP 4957 & 4958 type microphones are used.

3.2. Individual calibration system

The experimental set-up for the individual calibration system is shown in Fig. 5, and the 2 steps calibration procedure is
represented in Fig. 6. In the first step, the transfer function between the reference microphone (at the outlet of the cali-
bration system) and the microphone to be calibrated (mounted on the duct) has to be measured. To do this, the outlet of the
calibration system is placed on the inner side of the duct, in front of the microphone's pin-hole, and the transfer function is
measured (the compression driver delivering a broadband noise):

Hir ¼ Sri=Srr ; in V=V (32)

where Srr is the auto-spectrum of the reference microphone and Sri the cross-spectrum between reference and the ith
microphone. Both microphones are not calibrated, so the transfer function is obtained in V/V. In the second step, the
calibration tube is placed on the top of a calibrated microphone on a plane baffle and the next transfer function is measured:

Hcr ¼ Src=Srr ; in Pa=V: (33)

Finally, the calibration factor of microphone i is obtained as follows

ci ¼Hcr=Hir ; in Pa=V: (34)

The procedure has been validated in terms of repeatability. However, the mounting of the microphone in the teflon slot is
very sensitive, the calibration procedure should thus be repeated at each unmounting/mounting of microphones.



Fig. 5. Individual calibration system. The figure shows the driver unit connected to a flexible tube of small diameter and the reference microphone near the
tube outlet.

Fig. 6. Two steps individual calibration procedure. Step 1 (left): transfer function between in-duct microphone and reference microphone. Step 2 (right):
transfer function between the reference microphone and the calibrated baffled microphone.
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3.3. Application of the iterative calibration approach

The method described in Section 2 is applied to the bench presented in Section 3.1. The source is moved at 15 different
positions around the duct's opening (source side), to consider 15 source configurations in the calibration procedure. A first
position is illustrated in Fig. 3, at the center of the opening, and 14 other positions are randomly chosen on two different
radii of the same section. The aim is to generate sound fields with various modal decompositions above the first cut-off
frequency of the duct. For each configuration, time signals recorded by the 106 microphones are processed without any
calibration to obtain a full cross spectral matrix (resolution 8 Hz, overlap 66 percent, Hanning). A principal Component
analysis (cf. [22]) is then realized to extract the complex vectors u (one for each source configuration), in Volt, inputs of the
calibration procedure. The number of propagating modes is given in Fig. 7 (left) as a function of the frequency. It can be seen
that this number is equal to 2 up to 1 kHz, corresponding to the 2 plane waves travelling in both directions. Above 1 kHz, the
number of propagating modes increases exponentially, up to about 140 modes at 10 kHz. It has been seen in Section 2 that
the number of modes should remain lower than the number of microphones, so it is not possible to keep all modes up to
10 kHz. Thus, it is decided to keep only modes propagating from the source side towards the anechoic termination for the
high frequency range (above 6 kHz). In other words, the anechoic termination is considered as fully effective above this
frequency.

A frequency smoothing is implemented, as described in Section 2.5. The bandwidth used in Eq. (27), i.e. Δω¼ 2MΩ, is
defined as a function of the frequency to satisfy Δω=ω¼ 1=8, with a lower bound Δωmin ¼ 50 Hz and a higher bound
Δωmax ¼ 1000 Hz. The frequency resolution is Ω¼ 8 Hz, the number of frequency lines considered in the smoothing
operation is thus equal to 6 in low frequency and 125 in high frequency.

The signal to noise ratio of the modal projection, according Eq. (25), is drawn for each iteration in Fig. 7 (right). At
iteration 1 (constant relative calibrations for all microphones), the snr lies between 5 and 15 dB. At the second iteration, the
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snr has already been greatly improved, by 10–20 dB below 6 kHz as compared to iteration 1. The snr above 6 kHz is also
improved, by 3–5 dB. It is noteworthy that the snr is generally less good above 6 kHz, this can be explained by the fact that
only propagating modes traveling from the source side are considered in that frequency range. After iteration 2, the snr
continues to increase, but less significantly, and the iterative process seems to converge quite quickly: the snr reaches a
maximum after about 4 iterations.

The resulting relative calibration factors are then turned into absolute ones using the procedure described in Section 2.6.
53 microphones over 106 are calibrated using the individual calibration system. The calibration factors of 10 microphones
over 53 are used in Eq. (30) to estimate the scaling factor c. The 43 remaining calibrated microphones are used as control
points, to compare scaling factors obtained with the proposed global procedure to the ones obtained with the individual
calibration system. The result of the comparison is the average calibration error, it is drawn in Fig. 8. Note that this error
represents the difference between two estimates, the individual one and the global one, which are both potentially biased.

Three error curves are drawn in Fig. 8 (left), to illustrate the effect of both frequency smoothing and the multiplicity of
source configurations. It is shown that it is possible to achieve a reasonable error rate, without either frequency smoothing
(dotted black line) or with frequency smoothing but with only 1 source position (dashed blue). However, the best result is
always obtained by considering both several source position and frequency smoothing (solid red). In the same figure (right),
it is shown that the error curve is below 10 percent for 90 percent of the microphones, only few of them exhibiting errors
above 15–20 percent in some frequency bands.
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absorption coefficient of the duct termination for the first mode, two different source configurations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 10. Calibration error averaged over microphones. Without potential reflection (dashed black), with potential reflection (solid red). (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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3.4. Effect of considering potential reflection

The effect of considering reflections on the anechoic side of the duct is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9 (left), the snr
of the modal projection is drawn for the 4th iteration, considering propagating modes from the source side only (dashed
black) and from both sides (solid red). It is clear that the snr is much better when considering both directions of wave
propagation. Note that if both directions are considered, the reflection matrix can be assessed, as stated in Section 2.2. The
absorption coefficient of the anechoic termination is calculated for the plane wave component and drawn in Fig. 9 (right) for
two different source configurations under the assumption that the transmitted wave is fully dissipated. It is clear that this
coefficient, which is found not sensitive to source positioning, is quite far from one in a wide low frequency range (up to 2–
3 kHz). The calibration error (computed as for Fig. 8) with or without considering potential reflections is drawn in Fig. 10. It
is clear that neglecting waves coming from the termination side is damaging for the estimation of calibration factors, at least
up to 1.5 kHz.

It is noteworthy that the reflection matrix can be estimated quite precisely, using the multiplicity of source positions, as it
is described in Section 2.2. This estimation can be seen as part of the bench's calibration, because the knowledge of this
matrix can significantly improve the modal projection operation, by dividing by 2 the number of unknowns (see Eq. (8)).

3.5. Optimization of physical parameters: sound speed, duct radius

The global calibration procedure proposed in this work is based on the idea of finding calibration factors maximizing the
adequacy between the measured duct's acoustic field, on the one hand, and an analytical modal basis on the other hand.
This idea can be extended to calibrate more global parameters of the bench, like the actual sound speed (depending mainly
on the temperature), and also the diameter of the duct. The final snr (obtained for the last iteration) can be estimated for a
whole range of a given global parameter, and then determined as the one maximizing this indicator. This operation is
conducted in the frame of this experiment, to find an optimal value of both the sound speed and duct's radius. The global
snr, averaged over the whole frequency range, is drawn in Fig. 11 for the sound speed and duct radius varying between 336
and 344 m/s, and 84.6 and 85.4 mm, respectively. The effects on the snr are significant, at the order of several dB's for both
parameters. Optimal values are clearly extracted, the optimal sound speed is found at 341 m/s and the optimal radius at
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85.1 mm. The optimal radius may be used as is for experiments with flow, but concerning the sound speed, the optimization
should be done for each measurement configuration, because of potential changes of the temperature.
3.6. Global calibration results

Some calibration factors are shown in this section as a final illustration of the procedure. Two microphones are chosen
between the 43 ones that are calibrated both individually and globally, but not used at the absolute global calibration step
(Section 2.6). The individual calibration of these 2 microphones is thus not used at all for the global calibration procedure.
The calibration factors are drawn in Fig. 12, in modulus (left) and phase difference (right). It can be seen, firstly, that the
2 microphones have very different calibration curves, which illustrates the sensitivity to the microphone mounting
(microphone positioning in its teflon slot, sealing of the mounting, etc.). However, the global shape of the theoretical
response of this Helmholtz resonator-like system is well recognized, with a flat response below the acoustic mode and a
frequency decreasing gain above. Secondly, it is seen in Fig. 12 that the curves obtained from the individual and global
calibration procedures are in very good agreement. The results in the very low frequency range can even be supposed to be
more reliable for the global approach, because of the frequency limitations of the individual system, and thanks to the
frequency smoothing of the global method. The phase information of the calibration factors are presented as the phase
difference between the two sensors (see right panel of Fig. 12). The difference between the 2 calibration approaches does
not exceed 0.04 radians (2°) up to 10 kHz.
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Fig. 11. Effect of numerical values assumed for the sound speed (left) and duct radius (right) on the snr of the calibration procedure.
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4. Conclusions

An innovative global calibration procedure has been proposed in this paper. This procedure allows us to establish the
frequency dependant microphone calibration factors of an in-duct acoustic array of any geometrical configuration, under the
limitation that the modal decomposition is feasible. The procedure requires the individual calibration of few sensors, and a
global calibration using an artificial source moved at several positions in the duct. A SNR indicator has been introduced to
assess the quality of the result. This indicator has been found to be efficient also to calibrate more global parameters of the
bench, e.g. the reflection matrix, the sound speed or the duct radius. There are perspectives for this work to be extended to
more classical acoustic arrays with free field conditions, in a context where the arrays are constituted of more and more
microphones, and where the quality of sensors needs sometimes to be downgraded due to cost or technological reasons.
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